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At SPARK Deakin, we’re creating a thriving future built by
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Whether they choose to go on to become entrepreneurs,
utilise their newfound skills to work in a high growth startup,
or become an ‘intrapreneur’ – an innovative manager or team
player who works for a company – we’re opening doors for
anyone who wants to learn and join our community.
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Our
Values

A letter from our
Program Manager

Founders first

Challenge the
status quo

Experience
creates change

We care about founders and
their startups

Don't accept that anything is a
given. Anything can
be changed.

It's about doing, rather than
passively consuming.

Entrepreneurship
is a journey
There’s no such thing as born
entrepreneurs – it's about
putting in time and effort.

Lead by
serving
We care about helping others,
making introductions for them,
giving to the ecosystem of
founders within and outside of
Deakin. We’re a tribe.

After six wonderful years building Deakin University’s entrepreneurship program SPARK
Deakin, I’ll be wrapping up as program manager and this impact report is a reflection on
2020 and 2021. SPARK Deakin will take a different direction focusing on commercialisation
of research in future years. The last two years were challenging for most founders, some
thrived leveraging the opportunity to launch digital businesses at the same time many
struggled to keep afloat as we faced one of the world's longest lockdown here in Victoria.
Yet, the resilience and drive of founders continued to be the bedrock of our program.
As a program in 2020 we adapted our accelerator to take place online and supported 13
founders behind 5 startups. In 2021 we pivoted, turning our accelerator program into the
Deakin Startup Competition which we expand on in this impact report.

Anyone and
everyone
Discover and nurture diverse
founders. This means all forms
of diversity including age,
backgrounds, gender and
thought. The best companies
come from different people
partnering up with people from
different backgrounds.

Some of our highlights over the last two years has been seeing our companies on national
television (JUC Surf), seeing members of our community take home the Deakin Alumni
awards (Tanya Dontas - founder and Matthew Dingle - mentor), witnessing GoKindly thrive
in the growing space of sustainable homewares, curating The Melbourne Bandung
Innovation Series, a program in collaboration with City of Melbourne and SBM-ITB
(Bandung, Indonesia) funded by Department of Foreign Affairs. We also hosted Festival100
an international women's day (IWD) event in 2021, supported by Deakin University
Community Bank and the Women in Digital Work program focused on diverse women
supported by Scanlon Foundation.
SPARK Deakin has always been powered by a small yet mighty team of dedicated staff,
mentors and consultants - I am deeply grateful for their expertise and service over the
last two years.

Daizy Maan,
Program Manager
It starts
with curiousity

Celebrate
achievement

Encouragement
over judgement

We believe anyone can learn
by being curious. We’re always
thirsty for learning new things
whether it’s reading, podcasts
or teaching each other.

Identify progress, recognize
personal and professional wins.

We ask insightful questions that
enable ideas to flourish rather
than be shut down.
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Highlights
from 2020-21

2021

2020
830+

15

9

1200+

15+

5

registrations

events

programs of
ecosystem
events

registrations

events

programs of
ecosystem
events

These programs included:

Start Up
Ideation

Accelarator

120+
43

13

express interest over two seminars

Melbourne Bandung Innovation Series
Festival 100 (IWD 2021)
Women in Digital Work program

students successfully obtained competitive spots
within the program

founders from
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Start Up
Ideation
startups

with 300+ attendees across our Launch and Demo Days

100+

express interest over two semesters

90

applicants

26

participants

Deakin Startup Competition
300+ registered in workshops that resulted in 50+ applications from 90+ founders in Round One. After 15 workshops,
masterclasses with our expert guests and facilitators, 29 strong applications made it over the line at the end of Round 2. In
Round 3, 11 Founders from 8 teams pitched to our panel of judges for their share in over $25,000 of cash and in-kind perks
— the celebration showcase was hosted by our resident comedian Annie Louey.
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2020
Accelerator
SPARK Deakin Accelerator, 2020
For 5 years the SPARK Deakin accelerator has been Deakin
University’s award-winning startup program that provided
guidance, funding, mentorship, and access to relevant networks to
propel the growth of startups founded by the Deakin community.
In 2020, five Deakin startups rose against the waves of disruption
and showed the world what’s possible - the founders of Go Kindly,
JUC Surf, Lemonade, One Love Australia, and Samytronix made for

a resilient 2020 Accelerator cohort. Along with the SPARK team
and our networks of mentors, coaches and industry experts SPARK
Deakin and the 2020 Accelerator cohort were well placed to take
on the year that was 2020. The teams were further supported
by access to perks from Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud $
Startups and AirWallex.
It made for an incredible final year of the successful accelerator
program. You can read more about the transition in a Letter From
Our Program Manager, Daizy Maan ('Pivoting on Purpose', page 5
of this report).

One Love Australia

Get to know the 2020
Accelerator Startups
and founders

The dynamic duo behind One Love Australia, Jamal Elsheikh
and Joel Buncle, have founded a social change business
that aims to educate students about the impact of racism
and social exclusion on people’s lives through a range of
strategies including school programs, workshops, and
branded campaigns

Lemonade Social

Go Kindly

With three team members in three different continents,
Lemonade Social is a social platform that creates inviteonly experiences that connect hosts, creators, and guests.
Founded by Arz Bhatia, a Deakin student, previously Design
Lead at OnePlus.

GoKindly, founded by Laura and David Conti, is a social
enterprise creating ethically-sourced pillows and bath goods
that aims to help tackle homelessness amongst women, with
50 percent of profits donated to support vulnerable women.

Samytronix

JUC Surf

Founded by Samuel Alexander, Samytronix, is a coding and
STEM education platform that provides hardware, training
and curriculum design.

Steeped in research and a passion for surfing and the
environment the team from JUC Surf aims to be the world’s
first recycled carbon fibre surfboard manufacturer, focusing
on creating high-performance boards. Founded by Filip
Stojcevski, Andreas Hendlmeier and James Randall.

Community and ongoing connection
Throughout the 2020 Accelerator there were meaningful and high exposure connection made, including JUC Surf featured on ABC News and
Lemonade successfully raising capital through Galileo Ventures. As always, the SPARK acclerator alumni are active in our community by giving
back - Laura from #GoKindly was a speaker at the f100 Internantional Women's Day event in 2021, and Andreas from JUC Surf was a key guest
speaker in the Deakin Startup Competition programming along with April Booij from the 2018 cohort.
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Accelerator
Demo day

Surfing the wave
of a world-first
invention

Demo Day with a difference
In a challenging year, our five Deakin start-up teams managed
to ride the waves of disruption and still show the world what’s
possible.
So we weren’t going to let the end of the Accelerator program pass
without giving our resilient entrepreneurs the chance to share their
challenges, wins and lessons learnt along the way.

Get to know the JUC Surf team

In the spirit of innovation, Accelerator Demo Day 2020 was held on
the online venue platform Hopin, on 24 September. SPARK Deakin
was the first university accelerator in Australia to host an event on
this platform – with a lobby, stage, networking rooms, expo area
and all.

When the three sharp minds behind JUC Surf applied to SPARK
Deakin’s 2020 Accelerator program, they were looking for financial
support to achieve an ambitious goal – developing the world’s first
recycled carbon fibre surfboard.

Comedian and MC Annie Louey provided the laughs on the night,
while Deakin Vice Chancellor Professor Iain Martin also joined in
the celebrations.

Aerospace engineers Dr Filip Stojcevski and Andreas Hendlmeier,
and organic chemist James Randall, had already been tinkering
away on their passion project for several years – solving the
problems that had plagued surfboard makers’ attempts to use
carbon fibre in the past.

Guest presenter Valarie Kaur, a US civil rights lawyer and author,
took to the virtual stage to speak about the importance of
entrepreneurship during a time like COVID-19. Meanwhile Ajay
Bhatia, the managing director of Carsales Australia and an alumnus
of Harvard Business School, shared a little of his own journey into
the start-up space.

“We’re all carbon fibre researchers – so during the day we do our
carbon fibre research at Deakin University ... and at night we go to
our garages and build surfboards,” says Dr Stojcevski.
With $10,000 in Accelerator funding and suppoprt from SPARK
Deakin, the trio was able to create prototypes of the board, and
fast-track production.
But while they may have experience across companies including
Boeing Aerospace R&D and Ford USA, Dr Stojcevski says they
quickly realised they knew little about setting up business
structures or marketing.
Through the Accelerator workshops, and one-on-one mentoring,
the founders learnt how to set up a business, build networks key
to success a build a website and up their Instagram game – all the
while working to divert carbon fibre from landfill.
But perhaps the biggest unexpected win was global coverage,
including pieces on ABC News and the World Surf League.

A flood of messages from surfers followed, with more than 100
people expressing an interest in buying a board.
In 2020, Dr Stojcevski, alongside SPARK Deakin program manager
Daizy Maan, also presented at Deakin’s Isaac Newton Training
Workshop Series - their session attracting the highest number of
attendees during the pandemic.
And in late November, JUC Surf capped off a hugely successful
year when it was named Public Choice Winner of the prestigious
international competition, JEC Korea Startup Booster.
“To anyone that is working out of a little shed and thinks maybe
they want to make it a bit bigger, I would recommend it so highly.
It’s really changed our trajectory in a big way.” - Dr Stojcevskia

Recognising that this has been an extremely difficult year for
international students, we supported Floralrestrict, a social
enterprise founded by a Deakin alumna (Ritika Saxena) to provide
financial support to international students during the pandemic by
making and selling facemasks. We purchased and gifted these to
attendees.

Demo Day by the numbers

200+

attendees (30% higher
than industry average)

57%

attending SPARK Deaking
for the first time

120+

direct networking calls and
connections made between
guests and startups

Like any good uni event, the night kicked on with an after party –
this year held via an app created by our own Accelerator start-up
team Lemonade Social. Party goers could order home-delivered
food made by Indonesian international students, have a tipple from
The Sparkke Change Beverage Co., join a dance workshop or enjoy
comedy, spoken word poetry and music.

“SPARK Deakin was able to expose us to the entire world. Without
that initial media release, we wouldn’t be where we are right now.”
says Dr Stojcevski.

Relive the best moments
of Accelerator Demo Day
2020
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Startup
Ideation
SPARK Deakin's Work Integrated Learning Program

2020 presented the opportunity to launch our long awaited
podcast. With 10 episodes out and more in the pipeline for release
in 2022, it has provided another way for SPARK Deakin to share the
depth of knowledge in our community, and use our platform to
share great startup stories, inspiration and education for the Deakin
University community.

Our podcast
Strength in community
Champions of Startup Ideation 2020-2021

The SPARK Deakin Startup Ideation Program is an accredited work
integrated learning program for Deakin University students, and it
is an opportunity to develop a startup concept over ten weeks and
then pitch to a panel of founders and entrepreneurs at the end of the
program.
In 2020 and 2021 we delivered Startup Ideation to four cohorts in
trimester one and two. All four cohorts were delivered virtually by
our Lead Facilitator, Isaac Jeffries.

Eleanor Harel		

Startup Ideation Coordinator 2020

Sehar Gupta 		

Startup Ideation Coordinator 2021

Isaac Jeffries		

Lead Facilitator 2020 and 2021

Sangeeta Mulchandani
(Jump Start Studio)		

Showcase Panellist 2020 and 2021

Daniel Steen
(D. Steen Design) 		

Session Facilitator 2020

Cameron Ensor
(Startmate)		

Session Facilitator 2021

Joel Hanna
(Big Little Brush) 		

Showcase Panellist 2020 and 2021

Hugh Stephens
(Galileo Ventures)

Guest Speaker 2020

Demi Kotsoris
(The Milllenial Crisis
/ Demi Kotsoris) 		

Guest Speaker 2020

Marten Ascenzo
(Bullfrog Media)		

Guest Speaker 2020

Some of our podcast guests to date

Dr. Olga Hogan

Josh Sharma

Startup Coach & Principal at
Renaissance Advantage

Head of Labs & Startups
at LUNA (Deakin alumnus)

Isaac Jeffries, Startup Ideation facilitator

Jenny Le

Kim Koelmeyer

Demi Kotsoris

Co-founder of
the Bubble Tea Club

Founder of Law in Colour
(Deakin alumna)

Founder and Host of
The Millennial Crisis

A Startup Ideation cohort in 2021 meeting in-person at Deakin Downtown
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Pivoting on
purpose

A letter from our Program Manager announcing
the Deakin Startup Competition (June, 2021)
SPARK Deakin started an accelerator program as part of our
offerings in 2015 with our first proper program run in 2016. Our
vision has always been to create a thriving future built by Deakin
entrepreneurs and innovators and the accelerator was one of the
many ways we went about achieving this.
Over the years the ecosystem in Victoria and more broadly
Australia, has grown and matured.
Our observations and reflections over the 5 years are as follows:
When we started, very few pre-accelerators, accelerators and
incubators existed. Since then many brilliant accelerators have
launched in Victoria including but not limited to Skalata, Startmate,
Galileo Ventures Accelerator and Cyrise. We’ve been proud to
see four of our SPARK Deakin startup companies go onto these
programs and receive significant funding ($200 000 – $1m)
The majority of successful applications for our accelerator came
from teams with one or more Deakin alumni, and only a few from
current students. This is likely because of the full-time commitment
required by the intensive program.
Most applications were very early-stage companies at an idea stage
that needed practical education and coaching to turn their ideas
into companies.
The accelerator program was designed to support 10 startup
companies per year, in it’s current form it cannot scale to serve a
larger pool of our 60 000+ students. We need programs that scale
to support 1000’s of students, not just 100’s.

There is a huge diversity issue in the startup space – particularly
when it comes to gender and ethnic diversity. We want to be
part of the solution in cultivating this community and preparing
them for success. Given our diverse student population, it’s our
responsibility to make sure our startup programs fund and support
those who reflect the diversity of our community.

Tell me, what is
you plan to do with
your one wild and
precious life?
— Mary Oliver

Based on the above, we will continue to serve our vision of creating
a thriving future built by Deakin entrepreneurs and innovators
through our new Deakin Startup Competition (including our
existing programs – Startup Ideation (WIL program), regular events
and workshops, mentorship, guest lectures connecting the startup
ecosystem into Deakin University and our Startup Venture Crawl.
We will also focus more on connecting our students to the startup
industry /ecosystem.
We’ve always made sure our programs remain practical and fun.
From having stand-up comedians as MC’s to Demo Day afterparties
to live startup chat sessions – we’ll continue to take this spirit
into the Deakin Startup Competition. The competition includes
a student stream and an alumni/staff stream. The prize pool
combines equity-free seed funding (cash), in-kind prizes from our
partners (Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, Xero, Airwallex
& more), and practical workshops / coaching to turn ideas into
companies valued at $25 000 (and growing). It is open to those at
all levels in the startup journey and with broader eligibility criteria
than our accelerator.

Our funding is currently limited – and further limited due to the
implications of COVID, so we must focus on programs that have
significant reach AND impact.
We want to play a bigger role in matching Deakin students /
graduates with startups for employability. We know that those who
work at startups are more likely to go ahead and found their own
company. Ambitious students that are hungry for growth and a
challenge gain so much by working in innovative startups. We need
more programs that help students prepare for these jobs of the
future while building their entrepreneurial skills.
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Deakin
Startup
Comp
Top 8 teams

Summary/Programming

The Startup Team

The Deakin Startup Competition 2021

Olga Hogan
Isaac Jefferies
Sangeeta Mulchandani (Jumpstart Studio)
Sugandha Bhagava (GreatHerGood)
Cameron Ensor (Startmate)
Alfie Torres and Eleanor Smith (HEX)
Diletta Legowo (StartSpace)
Vanessa Meachen (Trusts and Foundations Manager)
Charlie Macdonald (Associate, Giant Leap Fund)
Ayush Jain (Learning Programs Manager, StartSomeGood
and Former SPARK Deakin team member)
Sarah Mak (CEO of Folktale)
Paul Cooper (Associate Professor, Faculty of Health)
Carolyn De Gois (Board Member at Volunteering Geelong)

Designed for Deakin students, staff, and alumni of all experience
levels the Deakin Startup Competiton helps founders to create their
startup, and pitch for the chance to win a slice of the total prize
pool of $25,000 (including cash, in-kind credits from Google and
Amazon and other perks). The top four teams in both the student
and staff and alumni stream pitched at the Grand Final Showcase
event in October 2021 (virtual) with winners of each stream
announced on the night by SPARK Deakin Program Manager,
Daizy Maan, and resident comedian MC, Annie Louey.
Catch up on the Deakin Startup
Competition Grand Final Pitch
Showcase Night replay

Justin Olive

Round 1

Lachlan Carboon

47.9%
50+
applications

90+
founders

applicants
identified
as women

Round 2

Amy Armstrong

Rebecca Scott

Rambir Singh

Winner of Student Stream: Rebecca Scott from Eazilee

29
teams

68% applicants born

outside Australia

Round 3
8
teams
16

Casey Brimble
Marcus Amor-Smith
Alessio Bonti
Manas Kumar

Winner of Student Stream: Lachlan Carboon from MOBIT

Cam Johnson

15 workshops,
masterclasses
with our expert
guests and
facilitators

Charlotte Read

Staff/Alumni Stream

Competition Summary

300+
registrations

Student Stream

11
founders
17

Meet the winners
Rebecca Scott, Co-founder & CEO Rebecca Scott - Assistive
Tech peer-review platform Changing Lives
For Occupational Therapist and Deakin staff member, Rebecca
Scott, making sure everyone can access the right assistive
technology (AT) to make the everyday and extraordinary possible
is paramount. As CEO and Co-founder of Eazilee, the Staff/Alumni
Stream Winner of the 2021 Deakin Startup Competition has made
this a reality and is set to transform AT accessibility for consumers
and professionals alike.

Lachlan Carboon, Co-Founder of MOBIT - Digital Solutions
Unlocking Classroom Potential
2021 Deakin Startup Competition Student Stream winner and
MOBIT Co-founder, Lachlan Carboon, was drawn to the startup
space because of his love of technology and problem-solving.
Passionate about using tech to find solutions for everyday
problems, Lachlan wants to create positive change through
entrepreneurship. Right now, he’s working to help high school
students get their best chance of success by harnessing the
potential of mobile phones in classrooms. During the competition,
Lachlan was a first-year Bachelor of Mechatronics at Deakin.
He was interested in robotics and space exploration. Outside of
university, he was an intern at ROVing Intelligence, a Melbourne
startup that builds remotely operated underwater vehicles for
ports and harbours.

What is MOBIT?
Created by Lachlan and his Co-founder, Ryan Falconer, as high
school students in 2020, MOBIT is a usage-moderating application
that helps prevent students from being distracted by their mobile
phones in class. Lachlan came up with MOBIT in response to his
high school’s canvassing of staff and students about whether
mobile phones belonged at school after the Victorian State
government issued a state-wide ban on phones.
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How does MOBIT work?
According to Lachlan, “MOBIT will revolutionise the way students
manage their screen time by restricting distracting content while
still allowing access to crucial services like contacts and educational
resources. By allowing certain functional restrictions on phones,
MOBIT has the ability to change the education game.”
Lachlan said that from the experience of putting pitches together to
sounding confident, the knowledge he has gained from workshops,
masterclasses and mentors, has made him feel more prepared
about starting and running a startup and being an entrepreneur.
In his words, "winning the prizes and the funds was great, but
the confidence and belief I gained in myself and the app, and the
networks I’ve developed have been the most important things I’ve
received from participating in the [Deakin] Startup Competition;
that’s something all the top 8 finalists gained from being part of the
Competition. We’re all winners in my book."

Her startup, Eazilee, is an AT peer-review platform that shares
the experience and expertise of AT users, health professionals
and sellers of AT solutions, so regular people can find the right
technology to do the things they love. Knowing consumers rely on
reviews for travel, food, and products, it made sense to Rebecca
and her Eazilee Co-founders, Lorenzo Lorefice and Simon Dawes,
that consumers could also benefit from this shared knowledge
when buying AT too.

“My background is in Occupational Therapy, Lorenzo’s in creative
design and Simon’s in technology which makes for a special
combination. We all share a real passion for AT and helping people
make the right choices for themselves. We also have a fabulous
team of volunteers from around the world, it’s been amazing to
have people reach out who want to be part of our journey,” said
Rebecca.
A mum of three, Rebecca said "I never thought about starting a
business in my early career. It was when my frustration reached a
tipping point and my business-minded partner gave me the space
and belief to try new things that I stopped thinking someone else
should [find a solution to the issues I identified and] decided to
give it a crack." "It was great to have the space to focus on the
business. The [Deakin] Startup Competition helped us to go back to
our why, for Eazliee, that’s our customers. The SPARK Deakin team,
especially Asja Svilans, Olga Hogan and Isaac Jeffries gave us such
a genuine supportive space to be our authentic selves." More on
Rebecca's story on the SPARK Deakin blog.

Eazliee’s founders’ unique mix of shared experience is also uniquely
suited to create a thoughtful, fit-for-purpose peer-review platform
that merges knowledge of AT, technology and design.

Moving forward, MOBIT’s vision is, ‘Advancing the way you learn
using the tools you already have.’ Lachlan wants MOBIT to become
a successful business that’s used globally and be an app that
students and teachers both love to use.
Before he goes back to university next year, I’d love to get someone
experienced to help run the company. I learned from the [Deakin
Startup] Competition’s workshops I’m not building MOBIT to create
a job for myself. I want to create a business that can run without
me because I’m really interested in pursuing a career in robotics
and space. You can read Lachlan's full story on the SPARK Deakin
Blog.

Image source: Eazilee
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2021 Virtual
events,
workshops,
and
masterclasses

Women in Digital Work
Delivered in partnership with the Scanlon Foundation, this project
empowered young immigrant women of colour to develop the
skills necessary to support their transition into digital employment,
entrepreneurship, and jobs. We focused on women who are
unemployed and are struggling to find work.
Through this project 40 women developed skills necessary to
secure employment such as communication, networking, personal
branding and have delivered paid work projects to clients. Our
innovative transformative program was designed specifically to
help women overcome these barriers through building confidence,
communication skills, networking, and personal branding to help
expand their career opportunities/ land clients.

Mariam
Mohammed

Building community, and meeting our community where they are
at, requires a balance of inspiration, action taking and networking.
The events that SPARK Deakin curates encompass these pillars and
there is so much fun to be had along the way. The fourth quarter
of 2021 saw the return of monthly virtual events for the SPARK
Deakin community, the wider Deakin community and the public as
well.

September
Hosted Jenny Le from Bubble Tea Club in conversation with
Daizy Maan

October
Hosted Rachel Whitworth from Hello Good World in
conversation with Asja Svilans

November
Hosted three of the students in our community - Fuzail, Isabel
and Lachlan - in conversation with Sehar Gupta
With a focus on practical workshops to apply new found knowledge
SPARK Deakin also ran five workshops to support our communuity
of founders
Rachel from Hello Good World joined us for two workshops on
social media marketing, Nathan Murphy offered up his SEO
masterclass to latetst cohort of founders and Ayush Jain supported
our community by leading a reflection workshop in 2021, to be
followed up with a planning workshop to kick off 2022.
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Kaylene
Langford

HACK Deakin: An AI Inspired Hackathon
Festival100 for IWD 2021
Festival100, A startup conference for women and non-binary
innovators was a space to share entrepreneurial ideas, lived
experiences and challenges during International Women’s Day.
With over 121 participants and over 8 powerhouse women from
the startup space including Kaylene Langford (Founder of Start
Up Creative), Mariam Mohammed (Co-founder of Money Girl),
Kim Koelmeyer (Founder of Law in Colour), this event was an
opportunity to connect these established women with those who
are just staring their journey. Attendees ranges from those who
are freelancing, have a side hustle, have founded a startup or are a
researcher wanting to make a difference.

This collaboration across continents was an experience to
remember as SPARK Deakin facilitated the development of
HACK Deakin: An AI Inspired Hackathon. Working with Deakin
International offices in Indonesia and Latin America, and HEX
(based here in Melbourne), a virtual hackathon for ten teams
meant that we (literally) worked around the clock to include
three very different timezones. Three winners took home cash
prizes and in-kind perks after a fast-paced and fun weekend
event that included a vibrant mix of workshops, mentorship
and entertainment to get the ideas to meet milestones, and
get over the line for the final deadline.

Festival100 was their opportunity to build meaningful relationships
through facilitated networking and to collectively celebrate their
ideas. Specifically, it was a chance to connect authentically, after a
game changing year, and share our lived experiences of overcoming
challenges on our entrepreneurial journey to empower and lift
each other up.
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MelbourneBandung
Innovation
Series

Our big win
from 2020
A $25,000 grant for international innovation
With Melbourne in lockdown for much of 2020, SPARK Deakin
wanted to find an innovative way to keep the conversation between
start-ups rolling, even if we were all confined to working from our
kitchen bench tops and home offices.
What began as a humble online fortnightly event, #StartupChats,
focusing on challenges such as mindfulness, productivity and
networking, blossomed into something much bigger. As interest in
#StartupChats grew, we began recording the events, which then
became the backbone of the Deakin Startups Podcast.
When it emerged that one of SPARK Deakin’s overseas partners,
The Greater Hub Incubator at the Bandung Institute of Technology
in Indonesia, was listening in, it seemed only fitting to launch an
international edition of #StartupChats, featuring entrepreneurs
from each university.
After this received rave reviews, the City of Melbourne jumped
in to collaborate with us in hosting another Melbourne-Bandung
online event, this time attended by more than 100 people.

View the program teaser
video to find out what it
was all about

In a year where agile thinking was imperative, we collaborated with
partners and successfully delivers a program funded by Australian
government’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
The generous grant funded a four-part Melbourne-Bandung Virtual
Innovation Series, a joint project by SPARK Deakin, The Greater
Hub at the Institute of Technology Bandung, the City of Melbourne
and City of Bandung, with support from the Indonesian Consulate
General, Melbourne.
In its application, SPARK Deakin noted that in these times of
unprecedented disruption, the need to innovate and adapt has
become even more critical. And while the pandemic may have kept
us physically apart, it has highlighted the many shared challenges
we face across countries – and the vital need to continue
collaborating.
While there are many people to thank, we would like to give special
recognition to the following Deakin staff members for their support
in this grant submission, Professor Alex Newman, Steven Gardner,
Dr. Monika Winarnita, Dr. Kara Spilstead, Mr. John Molony, and Lina
Darliana.

We would like to once again thank our collaborators within Deakin who provided support for this project: the Deakin Indonesia
Office, Deakin International, Prof. Alexander Newman, Prof. Steven Gardner, and Dr. Monika Winarnita, Indonesian Studies
at Deakin. In addition to this a very special thank you to the City of Melbourne and The Greater Hub at SBM ITB (School of
Business & Mgt., Bandung Institute of Technology, Indonesia who partnered with us on this collaboration.

Continuing on from the relationship seeded in 2020, SPARK
Deakin was successful in recieving a DFAT grant to continue the
converstaions about innovation in Covid times through telling
stories of starttups in Bandung, Indonesia and Melbourne,
Australia. This was a four part interactive series bringing together
over 25 experts and founders in both countries to address four key
COVID-related challenges and attracted over 950 registrations.
Inclusive entrepreneurship: How might we better address the
entrepreneurship challenges faced by underrepresented groups
through innovative solutions that minimise barriers and increase
access to opportunities?

Creative approaches to tourism: How might we use creative and
innovative solutions to reimagine tourism/visitor experiences to
reach new audiences and revitalise the tourism industry postCOVID?
Public health innovation: How might we use innovative solutions
to address public health challenges above and beyond COVID-19 by
utilising approaches that were unearthed during the pandemic and
can be applied ongoing into the future?
The end of the workshop series signalled the opening of the pitch
competition. The Pitch Showcase saw six innovative startups pitch
for prizes to a live audience.

Resilience Innovations: How might we use innovative solutions to
reduce the environmental impact on our cities and better prepare
and adapt our cities to be resilient to natural disasters and climate
change? [Delivered as a part of Melbourne Knowledge Week 2021]

Winners of the 2021 Melbourne Bandung Innovation Series Pitch Competition

Most Innovative
Solution
Pops4Public
(Melbourne)
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Solution with Most Potential to Scale
Internationally
MUVi (Melbourne)

Most Impactful
Solution

Solution with Most Progress
of Implementation

PoreBlock (Bandung)

Culture Academy (Bandung)
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Contact us
For further information,
please visit the SPARK Deakin website at
spark.deakin.edu.au
Email: spark@deakin.edu.au
Telephone: 03 9244 6555
Deakin Downtown
L12/T2, 727 Collins St.
Docklands VIC 3008
Australia

spark.deakin.edu.au
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